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DNA ban may cause Eimore
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By Mark James
Nobel laureate Professor David
Baltimore and several other MIT
biologists may decide to leave the
Institute if an extension of the
Cambridge moratorium on
recombinant DNA research is approved.
Baltimore, American Cancer
Society
Professor
of
Microbiology, said "if P3 [one of
the more hazardous types of
recombinant work] is not possible
in Cambridge, a lot of people
might have to leave."
Baltimore is one of several
researchers at MIT that have
planned to do recombinant DNA
work, but who may be delayed by
the Cambridge City Council's
decision to stop such research until the city could prepare a study
of its hazards.
Associate Professor of Biology
Philip Sharp, who has also planned recombinant work, said he
was "absolutely flabbergasted"
by Baltimore's statements, butt
added that leaving MIT to do this
research would be one of his options if the ban was extended.
"I don't want to have to make
that. decision," he stated, adding
that "many things would be taken
into account" in making it.
Recombinant DNA ·research
involves the combination of DNA
from an organism of interest,
such as man, with that of another
organism, and the multiplication
of the combined segment within
the bacterium E. coli. The technique can be used to produce
large amounts of any DNA segment for study.
Those interested in doing such
work hope that it may yield insights into the mechanism of
cancer, but opponents fear that
the new organisms formed in the
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East CamlillpUS residents'

vandalism of Trapsparent
Hoerizons is not a statement
against art, but a protest
against MIT's policy of disregard for student views on
the subject, according to
Editor-in Chief Glenn
Brownstein.
-
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Senior captain Peter
Maimonis' 12 points and ten
assists sparked the MIT
basketball team to a seasonopening 78-61 victory over
Brooklyn College Saturday
night at Rockwell Cage.

OUTIED
A computerized system for
delivering radiation to a
cancer tumor has been
developed by the MIT
mechanical engineering

department and the Joint
Center for Radiation Therapy.
The system automatically
moves both the patient and the
radiation source so that radiation enters the body at many
different angles, which
minimizes the dosage given to
tissues surrounding the tumor.

I
I

Boston's Centrai Aritery, the
aging elevated highway linking
Charlestown and South
Boston, may be rebuilt underground if State Transportation Secretary Frederick P.
Salvucci's plans are successful.
The total cost of the project
would be around.$800 million.
_

_.__

Massachusetts State Public
Works Commissioner John J.
Carroll has announced that his
department will minimize its
use of road salt this winter
because of concern that salt
washing into water supplies
may hurt people with high
blood pressure. Studies have
shown that the increase in
sodium concentration caused
hv silt wash can lead to heart
trouble, cirrhosis of the liver,
and other ailments.

A recent survey prepared by
the National Association for
Law Placement concludes that
there is an "improving job
market'

for students

graduating from law schools
approved by the-American Bar
Association. The survey shows
that more than 90 per cent of
the 1975 law graduates found
jobs six to eight months after
graduation, a significant increase over the figure for
previous year's class.
I o

__
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process may provide unknown
hazards.
Assistant Professor of Biology
David Housman confirmed Baltimore's assessment. Recombinant
DNA work is "a vital part of
what I'm trying to do," he said.
Housman said he would seri-

the meetinlg; a quorum of 30 is required for the GA to conduct
business.
The resolution on East Campus
states that the GA "deplores any
intent to prosecute students. The
writer of the resolutions. Fern
Crandall '78, said that "Cairnpus

ously consider leaving if such
work were not possible here. A
person must "weigh a lot of
different inputs" before deciding,
he explained.
Housman said that the ban
already had had a negative impact
on new workers coming to MIT.

M".". I

.

Professor of Biology Harvey
Lodish, who is now doing the less
hazardous P2 class of experiments, which are not affected by
the moratorium, said that Baltimore's statements were "absolutely true."'
If the ban is extended, "I suspect people will either openly violate the moratorium or take it to
court," Lodish said.
At least one Harvard
researcher may take another position elsewhere because of the
moratorium. Aassistant Professor
of Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology Thomas P. Maniatis is
now on leave from Harvard, as he
has been since he was hired.
Maniatis is now doing recombinant research at the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in New
York. He said that "if the moratorium is extended, I simply cannot come back" to Cambridge.
He said that he has received
several tentative job offers, but

I'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
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American Cancer Society Professor of Microbioiogy David Baltimore
is one of severai researchers who are considering leaving MIT if they
are prohibited from conducting' recombinant DNA research by the
Cambridge moratorium.
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By Daniel A. Nathan
Two resolutions involving the
"persecution" of East- Campus
residents and the placement of
sculptures on campus living
spaces will be voted on at the next
meeting of the Undergraduate
Association General Assembly.
Also before the GA is an
amendment that will ensure the
independence of the Intrafraternity Conference and Dormitory
Council constitutions from the
UA constitution.
These proposals were discussed
at a GA meeting on November
22, but could not be put to a vote
because only 24 students attended

exit

get quorumr

The other resolution discussed
at the meeting resolves that "the
Undergraduate Association condemns the placement of sculptures and art works on living
spaces without due notification
and input of students affected by
such art works. Undergraduate
Association President Phil Moore
'78 suggested that the wording of
the statement was "too weak,"
saying that he'd "like to see students get involved in the decision
process rather than just having

that the decision was complicated by the uncertainty of when
he would be able to begin work.
Baltimore said that "recombinant DNA research is central to
modern biology," and that no one
would stay if they were unable to
do it.
Opponents of this research
such as Associate Professor of
Biology Jonathan King say that
the safeguards established by the
National Institute of Health
(NIH) are inadequate, and that
there are other, safer methods of
research that would yield the
same answers, although perhaps
more slowly.
Lodish said that he considered
the NIH guidelines, which set up
procedures to contain the experimental organisms within the
laboratory, "quite safe."

delays action

knowledge."
The amendment to Article 7 of
the UA constitution stated that
the IFC and Dormcon should not
be included as one of the student
organizations whose constitutions
and bylaws come below those of
the UA-in precedence. Speaking
for the amendment were
Dormcon chairman Roger Powell
'77 and IFC chairman Rich
Maebius '77. Powell said that
"the UA has no place in the dormitory judicial process since our

budget is not derived from the
UA." Maebius said that'"fraternity business should be left to the
fraternities, since we are best
suited to police ourselves and
handle our own affairs."
M0oore announced that a housing forum would be held on
Thursday, Dec. 9 as a result of
housing resolutions passed at a
previous GA meeting. Amendments to the election procedures
for the Nominations Committee
were also briefly discussed.

South African urges black revolt

By Mwitchell Trachtenberg
If the US were to isolate South
Africa, the regime would fall immediately, Tsiatsi Mashanini,
President of the Soweto Student
Representative Council, asserted
at a Center for International
Patrol would love us to do a lot of Studies Seminar Tuesday.
protesting to the administration,
Mashanini charged that many
because they don't want to get in- of the 305 American corporations
volved in it." She also asserted the in South Africa comply with the
idea stated in the resolution, that
Pretoria government's racist
"the past and presen t rapport policies, paying black workers
between the East Campus resi- about a third of what a white
dents and Campus Patrol could worker would earn for an
easily be adversely affected by in- equivalent job.
vestigation or unjust persecution
Mashanini, black militant
of residents." It was also sug- spokesman of what has been
gested .at the meeting that the referred to as "the second most
resolution should include the powerful force in Soweto, next to
statement: "the GA deplores the the police," visited MIT to expainting of Transparent plain the South African situation
Horizons-.
he has observed and to try to

enlist help for his cause.
Claiming that "everybody still
has the idea that the situation can
still be damped by concessions,"
he asserted that South Africa's
black majority is no longer interested in "more comfort" but
instead demands control of the
country.
Mashanini charged that his
country's blacks are totally
without political or economic
rights. Describing South African
laws, he said that mere possession
of banned written material is
punishable by five years
imprisonment, and that the
country considers it illegal for a
white person to teach a black
person to read or write. At this
point a white South African man
in the audience protested that this
was "absolute rubbish."

The protestor, a visiting fellow
at the Sloan School, continued to
argue with Mashanini and, after
the meeting had ended, called the
South African blacks "even bigger racists than \ve [the South
African whites] are."
Mashanini believes that an
armed struggle will take place in
his country and said that "it is
going to be a damned long struggle if we can't get the Western
leaders to pull out." He sees
South Africa's land and wealth as
the property of the blacks and
stated that, to the blacks, there is
no such thing as a white South
African.
Mashanini plans to tour the
United States and is expected to
return to MIT to speak again in
the near future.
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cassified advertisind
For Sale: Gerry Fortnight II Tent Used
little Exc cond Good winter tent. Can fit
5 6 hut I ve used It mostly for 2-3 plus
.sear Was 5 210. asking S 100 Missy
,after 5pro) 965-2554
Male Asthmatics: age 18-30 to pari,,i.pte In serious physiological research
expfrment (Non-smokers) 2 sessions:
S5 per hours. during 1 1-5 work days;
BU Med School. Those interested call
Sh,tron 247-6442
COMPUTER SCIENTISTS
Microwave
Research Corporation's
Systern Div Is looking for recent &Feb
B Sc or M Sc graduates In computer
science for work in system integration &
systems programming
Experience in
r11am1computers & peripherals desirable
Responsibilities include (1) hardware &
software integration with applications
for communications systems, (2) scientific & commercial programming using
high level languagesm Equal opportunity
employer. Location North Andover, MA,
just 30 mins from MIT Sign up In Career
Planning & Placement, room 10-140, for
campus Interview Dec. 1 st.
I've been Typing Masters & Ph.D's full
time for 5 years (and still love itl) I'd be
happy to help you
IBM Correcting
Selectric. 894-3406 (Weston).

Winthrop House to share with MIT couple. 8 rooms. 2 private, mostly furnished.
Ocean view $ 170/month. 846-6791.
The Tech Classified Ads Workl
$3.00 per 35 words (or less) the first
time $2.25 each time after that, If
ordered at the same time. Just send your
ad with payment to The Tech. W20-483
(PO Box 29-MIT Br., Cambridge, MA
02139 by US Mail).

Psychiatric
Counseling
For College
Age Adults

Help Wanted: Grad Student, Campus
Work Study Program eligible,to work for
The Tch Indexing Project. Native
speaker of English, ableto type, excellent grammar.Minimum1 yr commitment Pays$3.50/hr,
work at home.
start in Jan
Summer availability
desirable.Formoreinfo or interview,call
Dave Boccuti at x3-1541 or x5-9460.
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TAX

A78-13
C78-14
F78-14
G78-14

$18.97
$25.89
$27.84
$29.90

$1.74
$2.04
$2.39
$2.55

PRICE

SIZE

H78-14 $31.74

$2.75

G78-15 $30.90

$2.58

H78-15 $32.93

$2.80

SIZE

PRICE

FEDERAL
EXCISE TAX

Your summerauto
tires dismounted and
yourwinter tires'
mounted FREE
regardless of where
purchased except
on magnesium and
mag-type wheels.

STUDDED TIRES$4.50 EXTRA

E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
F78-15

$30.48
$32.72
$34.94
$36.81
$31.80

$2.27
$2.43
$2.60
$2.83
$2.54 _

Whitewall Tubeless

FEDERAL

SIZE

PRICE

G78-15
H78-15
J78-15
L78-15

$35.69
$36.97
$37.86
$39.93

SIZE

PRICE

FEDERAL
EXCISE TAX

BR78-13
ER78-14
FR78-14
GR78-14
HR78-14

$45.90
$47.97
$52.84
$55.92
$54.72

$2.11
$2.49
$2.69
$2.89
$2.99

OUR BEST
BATTERY

EXCISETAX

$2,65
$2.87 $3.03
$3.14

SUPREME

STUDDED TIRES $4 50 EXTRA

$3150 ,,th
exchange
Fits Most American Cars
FREE INSTALLATION

·

All tires mounted
FREE
· Original equipment
wheels for most cars
· U.S. and European
Radial Tires

FEDERAL

EXCISETAX

SIZE

PRICE

GR78-15
HR78-15
JR78-15
LR78-15

$56.76
$59.89
$63.91
$64.78

IED

$2.97
$3.15
$3.31$3.47

a Close

to 100,000 Auto,
Truck and Camper
Tires in stock.

STUDDED TIRES $4.50 EXTRA

No Trade-in required. Free tire mounting
Due to recent industry strike some substitution -may be required

I
I

CAMBORIDGE TIRE COMPANY
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
290 ALBANY ST
864-7575

i,(~

BRAINTREE, MASS.

BURLINGTON, MASS.

230WOOD ROAD
848-6660

84 MIDDLESEX TURNPIKE
272-8230

.

-NATICK, MASS.
339SPEEN STREET
655-6500

REVERE, MASS.
600 REVERE BEACH PARKWAY
289-5800
-0

MON., WED., FRI.-7:30 to 7:00-TUES., THURS.-7:30.to 5:30-SAT.-7:30 to 3:Q0
0

'

Member: Greater Boston, Cambridge, Quincy-South Sotre, Brockton Regional and So. Middlesex Area

_i_

.
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CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

The same professional service and consideration
for your needs that you have enjoyed while buying
tires now extends to our precision equipped and
professionally staffed BRAKE, WHEEL ALIGNMENT
AND SHOCK ABSORBER FACILITIES.
CAMBRIDGE TIRE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
I
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On Campus
Interviews
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PRICE

STEEL RADIAL
SNOW TIRES
Whitewall Tubeless

LINEAR
BEARINGS

.,

SIZE

FEDERAL
EXCISE
TAX

No Trade-in required. Free tire mounting
Due to recent industry strike- some substitution may be required

3-I MAGNETS
27 29 KEEPERS OR
13 OUTPUT WHEEL
SHIELDS

I

'16 o

plus 38¢ to62c F.E.T
Anysizein stock
Black- Whitewall,
add $S1.00
NO TRADE-IN REQUIRI

BELTED SNOW TIRES

1S39

66 FLY WHEEL
33 MOTOR

61

No Trade-in required. Free tire mounting
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The programs at Honeywell's Process Control Divis!on/Phoenix
challenge the imagination in their potential Therefore we require
of our Software Engineers and Programmers both technical
expertise and creative thinking If you
have the ability and
Imagination we're looking for, then you must consider Honeywell.
We have openings In our Research and Engineering Departments
for the above positions They involve software design. engineering
Implementation and
documentationin and around a real-time
multi programming environment, apphed to online process control
and program developement BS.MS. or DS, and experience or
Interest Inreal-time oriented operating systems. compilers. assemblers. translators. or data base technology is required.
Whether you are a winter or summer graduate. contact your
placement office. Room 10 - 140, BIT Ext. 3 - 4733 for an interview appointment or mail resume to
P. E. Lentz. Human Resources Dept Honeywelllnc Process Control Division/Phoenix
2222 W Peoria . Phoenix, Arizona 85029
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on comprehending white light. We know c (the
speed of light) but we teach c is a limit for all
forces from a distance and a constant to the
source and all observers. Imagine a laser that
operates on one of the 320 trillion frequencies in light Squaring c (186,000 mps) times
10.000 equals the frequencies in white light
so light is a very loose or useless constant.
The Enterprise (E) and E2 travel between
two srhabited planets at 0 6c E has two powerful green lasers pointed fore and aft which
Captain Kirk turns on at the halfway point.
Which planet sees the green laser first - the
one that will see red or the one that will see
violet? If both see the hght at the same time
how does one see red and the other violet?
E2 travels sightly above 0.6c and constantly circles E Whenever E2 is forward or aft
of E it sees green E2 sees only 590 trillion
cycles per -second-(tcps) so how does the
I
planet ahead see 750 tcps and the planet be.hind see 430-tcps? Green light comes to the
planet ahead at 1 6c and the planet behind at
0 4c While c Is a constant to E It is neither a
constant nor a limit to the planets, c is a constant only to the source. Quanta is the tips of
sine waves or that portion able to do the job.
Caution This gedanken experiment can
drive the lone scientist or student up the wall
You best discuss It In bull sessions. Should we
spend a few tax dollars learning exactly what c
Is a constant to? Should science students
study old texts or write new ones?
If E has to go through a stationary dust
cloud the crew would see violet reflections
from ahead and red from behind. this points
out a Doppler error embraced by Einstein E's
laser emits green light regardless of E's speed
We continue to spend time and the taxpayer's
dollars to more accurately determine c We'll
get far more mileage from our tax dollars
determining what c Is a constant to.
Captain Kirk orders warp 0.85. E gets twice
as much mass and shrinks to half its size Will
the crew shrink to half their size or get twice as
crowded? If E's mass doubles where does all
this mass come from In the vacuum of space?
Does Kirk become a half pint or were we half
wits for ever believing this theory?
Relativity allows no energy from the static
field of a magnet. Patent 3.879.622 rotates
keepers, Interrupting the magnet's field.
rnaking magnetic waves We know of no wave
phenomena from which we can't extract
energy Send this to scientist fnends outside
the area Send a SASE for patent to JW
Eckhin. 6143K Edsali Rd.. Alexandria. Va
22304
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PHYSICS TODAY
and the future advancement of science hinges

orOpportunities
Are Limitless
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Located in Prudential
Center. For information
call 262-3315.
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S-CIENCE NEWS

COLLEGE MENTAL
HEALiT'H CENTER

L

PURCHASE MAJOR BRAND TIRES
AT THE CONSISTENTLY LOWEST PRICES
IN THIS ENTIRE AREA

GUARANTEE
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Most foreign and American1 imports

Cambridge Tire Comnpny lifetime shock absorbers are warranted for as long as you own your car. If
they wear out orfaiali they wsillbe replaced free of charge. including labor. Wlarranty does not apply to
shock absorbers used on comnmercial vehicles or those damaged by an accident

M-ir

BRsAKE, SHOC:K ABSORBER AND) WHEEL ALIGNMENT

USE YOUR BANK(AMERICARD

SERVIGE AVAILABLE AT CAMBRI0DGE TIRfE iN
CAMBRIDGE, BRAINITREE, biATICKC AND REVERE.
864-7575

84-6660

655-6500

-

289-5800

OR MAST£R CHARGE.,i
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Commentary

MIT Hillel Announces the
Beginning of a New Miinyan

An artistic misunderstanding
By Glenn Brownstein

The recent furor over the treatment East Campus residents have
given "Transparent Horizons,"
which involves the Committee on
Visual Arts (CVA), the Campus
Patrol, and Ralph Landau, whose
philanthropy helped make the
Chemical Engineering Building
possible, and over art at MIT in
general, has prompted me to
make a few general comments.
Objections to the CVA's handling of procuring art for the Institute campus generally center on
two arguments, neither of which
have anything whatsoever to do
with art appreciation. In fact,
their prime concern is "people appreciation," if anything at all.
Objection number one: when
the CVA-places a sculpture, it
does so with regard only to its
own wishes and without any input
from students or faculty who
should have some say at least to
placement.
I'm not 100 per cent sure that
this objection is exactly accurate,
as the CVA has claimed to accept
input (although ex-CVA head
Wayne Andersen did specify that
he preferred positive feedback to
the more prevalent negative type)
from students and the rest of the
Institute community. However,
there's a very good indication that
the CVA doesn't listen.
Objection number two: why
does the CVA buy only modern
art? If campus acquisitions are to
be a reflection of the artistic tastes
of the community, does this mean
that all of those qualified to make
the purchase decisions prefer
modern art to everything else?
And more importantly, is there
sentiment on campus to get
something a little less trendy and
a little more traditional?
Those of us who object to the
way the CVA has handled its
responsibility are annoyed at the
condescending treatment the MIT
community has -eceived, the
"know-all" attitude of the Committee on Visual Arts., and the
lack of input regarding sculpture
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1Come find out when

Wohn P.Brown, Assistant
Dean at the Kennedy
tSchool of Government,at
fHarvard University is on
Ocampus to talk with stuo
idents interested in public
,service careers. The
ISchool's Public Adiministration Program will
i
'be
discussed also. All maI
are welcome to atjors
I
:tend.For futher details
contact Ms. Phyllis
,please
i
Jackson, Recruiting
Coordinator.
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placement and selection. But we
do not dislike art, nor should we
be portrayed as a bunch of
frisbee-throwing, calculatortoting idiots who feel the only use
of sculpture is to climb on or
deface.
I cannot believe that those who
have physically demonstrated
their dislike for "Transparent
Horizons" dislike art.
Some East Campus residents
do distinctly dislike "Horizons"
as a piece of art - yet I'm sure
not all of them are unqualified

shoots at it), certain persons associated with MIT - some
reports indicate that Ralph Landau may be a key figure - have
decided that the continually embarrassing defacement of
"Horizons" must be stopped. It's
important to note that by embarrassing, I mean embarrassing to
- in my
the, MIT administration
view, the actions of the CVA for
the past few years and its blatant
disregard for the MIT community
are at least equally embarrasing.
So perhaps we can get some
boors.
sort of end to this controversy,
I don't believe that the majority and an end to the "me-first, youof the MIT community dislikes not-at-all" practices of the CVA.
"Reclining Figure," either. In I propose that somebody initiate
both cases, the issue is placement: multilateral discussions between
"Horizons" is clearly in a dan- East Campus residents, the CVA,
gerous place for oncoming the Campus Patrol, the MIT adcyclists, although MIT-has made ministration, Ralph Landau, and
some effort to relieve that whoever else wants to join in, to
problem; the new Great Court settle an issue that would never
adornment is a perfectly legiti- have come up if there'd been a litmate, striking artistic work, but tle discussion of sculpture placedoes it belong there - or some- ment a couple of years ago.
where else?
But then again, we're used to
Now the specific complaint. MIT administration shortWhile further defacement of sightedness, not only regarding
"Horizons" serves little purpose, sculpture placement, but overthe alleged use of Campus Patrol crowding and other issues as well.
to blackmail MIT students is a One would think by now that
deplorable practice and one that everyone would learn from past
should end immediately. Using errors of judgment- let's hope
the threat of possible felony (I'm that the CVA will revert away
note a lawyer, but I can't find from form and set a leading exanyone who could explain how ample for the rest of the MIT
defacing a sculpture could lead to administration, although I'm
such a severe penalty unless one afraid it's probably an idle hope.
Julia A. Malakie'77 - Chairperson
Glenn R. Brownstein'77 -- Editor-in-Chief
Rebecca L Waring '79 - Managing Editoer
John M. Sallay'77 - Business Manrager
iMark J. Munkacsy'78 -- Exsecutive Editor
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Emphasis will be placed on study and the sharing of insights and
experiences. The minyan will be traditional in structure but will be
open to equal participation of men and women in all roles. The
new rninyan will begin Sat. morning Dec. 4th at 10:00 A.M. in the
Religious Counselors Bldg. 312 Memorial Dr.
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"From privileges which obscure
our vision,
isolation and poverty of care,
paralyzing doubt and closed
windows of hope,
Free.us, 0 Lord."

The Advent interdernominationalcelebration of Holy Communion Wed., 5:05pm
in the MIT Chapel. Supper following.
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HEARING and EYELASSSS
Where prices are down to earth... 6World

We HaveThe Eyeglass Frame You Want
at a
Price You Can Afford
0
0

1"

Prescriptions filled
Prescription Sunglasses
(Large selection of Ray-Ban
Sunglasses available)
Tinting to your liking
Contact Lenses
Hearing Aids & Batteries

Central Square
495 Massachusetts Avenue
021 39
Cambridge, Mass.

84 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA. Telephone: (617) 253-1541.

IL

Advertising and subscription rates available on request.
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ti-ball burns Brooklyn College

I PA basketball results 1
Bakter b.ullets
ATO 'A'
Macks
Nuclear Wastes . .
B-ball Team
I) U '.11\
. . . . . .
L) K E 'A.
.
SA F'A.
Theta Chi 'A'
1 ach regor 'A'
F:IJI 'An.
.. .. ..
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.

.
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A-League
42
AEPi 'A'
51
BTP 'A'
47
Plumbers
67
Jazz
48
Hydros
44
Chocolate IC'ity
49
Baker Bepm
46
2001 -A 13-bail
Odyssey
3 .
..
.
.
. .
24
LCA 'A'
4
DTD 'A'
45
PLP 'XTC'

Swsine Fiuzies

. . . * . . . 49
I)>narnoh u
..
* . . . 19
FDC 'B'
. .. . 24
Second West
40
SPE 'B'
*. I . . 53
Transpertation
...
. . . . 1
FIJI 'B'
...
. 29
( eramics
. .. . 41
Racing Bloodhounds
. . . 36
Nukes
...
. 29
PLP'B'
. . . . 21
SA E .
.'B.
. .. I. 35
G Entry
. .. . 26

Turkeys 4
DTD 'C
.
N RSA 'C'
E. Prussian Blue Boys
BTP'C '
Burton 3 Bombers
ET Newts
TDC 'C .'
Vigilantes 'C I '
First West.
TEP S & D's
WC4 Players ....
SAE 'C'
LCA 'C'
DUC
'C'
PiKA
CFD
...
Chi Phi'C' .....

.

B-League
Sigmna Chi '
Baker Cod;ltails
.
.
. .
ZBT 'B'
KS'B'
Virjins 'B'
PZPDT'Be
SAET'B'
BLO's
Club Latino
Baker Meat-L-on-the-hoof
Baker Breakers
.
.
.
.
Sloan 'B1
.
.
.
.
.
Sigma Chi '

C-Levague
Conner 3B
SPE C
.
Spanish Inquisition
Baker Yeswekhan
Christians
TDC'C2
.
K Entry Killers
Mouse Heating
Chi Phi 'C'
CHW
ATO'C'
PSK 'C'
PLP'C'
DKE'C'
KS Bozo Squad
Fins
PKS'C
.
Ebony ......
Hillel
......
FIJI 'C
..
36
M ac 'C'
1X Butterfiner
s ...
27
Burton I
34
25
21
30
24
29
32
.I
18
24
29
42
.I
46
34
23
22
30
37
24

...

Econ

Second East
. . . .
Formerly Project M.AC
A E Pi IC. . . . . . .
Senior House

39
31
29
27
32
28
33
30
19
34
33

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

15
17
16
35
14
16
25
28
22
14
12
17
24

.4

24
18
.8

16
27
14
00
...

12
23
10
17

.0

...

14
.6

32
...
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By Glenn Brownstein
The Age of Lange and Jackson
is over. The Age of Maimonis has
begun.
With 12 points, a game-high
eight rebounds, seven steals, and
ten assists, MIT's senior captain
Peter Maimonis brilliantly led the
Engineers to a season-opening 7861 victory over Brooklyn College
at Rockwell Cage Saturday night.
Although Maimonis' superb
performance was the catalyst, the
Engineers demonstrated the kind
of team performance they will
need this year to win, especially
with the graduation of all-time
leading scorer Cam Lange'76 and
rebounder Peter Jackson '76.
Senior John Cavolowsky hit
eight of nine field goal attempts
and scored 16 points to lead all
scorers, while sophomore guard
Tom Berman added 12 points,
and Ray Nagem, an unheralded
6'5" freshman from San Diego
who will be starting at center for
MIT, tallied II and pulled down
six rebounds. Robert Besignano
led Brooklyn scorers with 14
points.
in Brooklyn, MIT had an opponent with comparable height,
sure to be a luxury for the
Engineers in the rest of the year.
Taking advantage of the shorter
Kingsmen, MIT scored more
than half of its field goals from
Five feet or closer, and compensated for atrocious foul shooting
(40 pter cent) by out-rebounding
Brooklivn 53-40a nd hitting half of
it~s held
a(S~lttemputs.
NT IT j'1.111ped out to an 8-0 lead
in the aamne anld never trailed. A
24-4 hurst in the first ten minutes
of the second halt. including onC
-

streak of 17 consecutive points,
gave the Engineers a 32-point
iead, more than enough to coast
home with the victory.
The remainder of the season
promises to be much tougher for
MIT, though, as the Engineers
face the 1976-77 season with a
relatively inexperienced squad. Three starters, Cavolowsky,
Maimonis, and Berman return,
and juniors Rick Van Etten and
Nagem are expected to round out
the starting five. The key to
M IT's success, though, rests with
the bench, consisting of one
veteran, senior John Doyle, three
junior varsity players, and
another San Diego-bred
freshman, Geoff Holman, a sixfoot guard.
Former JV regulars Kenny
Stephens '79, Emerson Yearwood
'78, and Howard Runge '78 will
give MIT's forwards some rest,
but their lack of experience will be
a difficult problem for MIT coach
Fran O'Brien to overcore.
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With

little heights some ex-

perience, and little depth, the year
could well be a trying one for
M IT, especially with opporents
like Brandeis, Bowdoin (twice).
Tufts, Armherst. and Suffolk, who
are a1l expected to be among the
top teamzs in Division III this
year.
Yet it increased aggressiveness
and the leadership of Maimonis,
Cavolowsky, and the other lettermen can compensate for the
personnel problems, the
Engineers may pick up a few unexpected wins.
While the holiday season nears,
there's no Christmas cheer for
MIT, who must face Division III
power Brandeis in Waltham
Wednesday night at 7:30, followed by a trip to Hartford to
meet Trinity Saturday evening.
The Elgineers then rest through
the final exam/holiday vacation
break before Journeying to St.
Petersbu reg Florida for the Sun
Coast Classic January 7 and 8.
,.
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AMass, auto insurance

-explained.

I

Mass. automobile insurance can get a little complicated.
And if you're under 25, it can get expensive.
We'll simplify things. And we'll help you keep your
premiums as low as possible.

4

Wean Zage10

4e

Insurance Ag'ency, Inc11 Dunster St., Harvard Square {next to the Holyokie Centel-).
876-0876. Representing Aetna. Traveler s Hantford.
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D-League
22
Mc ('rmlick

C hokin'T Tokers . .
lThird NVest.
Les C hanlipi llsols
P
-YI-_,,

2i

Baker's

31

Burton 5 Smokcrs
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Robert de 'Vries, pianist
recital tao include Sonata in
11flat minorF()p.3H and 24 preludes, Op.28
Longy School of Music
1 Follen Sit., C ambridge
I rida! . I)ee.
e at 8:30pm
Lickets at door: S 3.0(0/Students $ 2.00
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CENTRAL
'WAR
SURPLUS

on

Rosh Hlashanah
and Yomll Kippur

Investment now available.
CAIl Hillel x3-298.
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1000 titles covering all subjects
40,000 books, most of them
in giftable condition-

10-9 Thursday, December 2
10-9 Friday, December 3
10-4 Saturday, December 4

come early!
books in limited supply go quickly
come back!
new special deals offered
as time goes on

M\ain floor
MIT Student Center
84 Massachusetts Avenue '
Cambridge
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